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Abstract. In this paper, a novel index called Arif Index is proposed to evaluate the dis-
crimination power of the features in pattern classification. Optimizing the performance
of a classifier requires a prior knowledge of maximum achievable accuracy in the pattern
classification using a particular set of features. Moreover, it is also desirable to know
that this set of features is separable by a decision boundary of any arbitrary complexity
or not. Proposed index is model free and requires no clustering algorithm to discover the
clustering structure present in the feature space. It is only based on the information of
local neighborhood of feature vectors in the feature space. This index can be used to pre-
dict the classification accuracy and density of the feature vectors of a class in the feature
space. It was found in this paper that predicted accuracy and Arif index are very strongly
correlated with each other (R2 = 0.99 with p-value nearly equals to zero). This index
is designed to predict the maximum achievable accuracy by a particular set of features.
Implementation of the index is simple and time efficient. Performance of Arif index on
different benchmark physiological data sets is found to be in consistent with the reported
accuracies in the literature. Hence, this index will be very useful in providing prior useful
information about the quality of features before designing any classifier.
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1. Introduction. In a pattern classification problem, classification accuracy depends on
a proper selection of features that can discriminate different classes and a good design
of a classifier. Good design of a classifier means an ability of the classifier to approxi-
mate decision boundary of an arbitrary complexity among different classes in the feature
space. Discrimination power of features decides maximum possible classification accuracy
achievable by a perfect classifier. A prior knowledge of the maximum achievable classifi-
cation accuracy can help a lot in deciding appropriate optimal classifier with supervised
learning. Moreover, it is possible to achieve maximum classification accuracy if classes are
separable in the feature space by a decision boundary of any arbitrary complexity. In real
life applications [1-4], multiple clusters scattered in the feature space can represent a class.
These clusters can be point, line or any arbitrary shaped clusters. Moreover, they can
be compact and well separated (separated by large margin) within class or overlapping
each other. Overlapping of intra-class clusters has less effect on the classification accuracy
as compared to the overlap among inter-class clusters. Hence, for a good classification
accuracy, clusters in a particular class need not to be very compact and well separated in
the feature space but the decision boundary among classes should be well separated and
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